Report on the trip to Poland
On the first day we went to the school Szkola Podstawowa nr 2 im. Kontradmirala
Wlodzimierza Steyera, Wladyslawowo where the students were doing singing and
dancing activities. Then we went to a gym where we played several games. At the end
of lunch we went to a place called Ecological Workshop for the students in the Centre
of Promotion and Education where we planted several trees, one for each coutry and
then we went to have dinner.

On the second day, in the morning we went to school where we took a bus that
took us to Hel (city of Poland) where we went by boat to visit Ecologic Trip to Hel
Peninsula, had a Workshop in the Centre of Sea animals Preservation and Protection
in Hel, we sailed in a Cruise boat, we also went to the Lighthouse where we watched a
performance of seals in which the handlers fed them. Then we had lunch in Jastarnia
and after lunch we went for a walk with the Polish students. Afterwards, we went back
to school to visit a few rooms that we had not visited yet and then went to dinner.

On the third day, in the morning, we went to a water treatment station where we
had a guide to tell us about how the treatment of water and waste works. Later we went
to lunch and at the end we visited a museum of butterflies where there were several
species of insects. Then we climbed some stairs that took us to the highest part of the
museum and we could see the whole city. In order to visit the museum, we bid farewell
to the Polish students. In evening, we had a very good farewell dinner where we sang,
danced and received a certificate. We said goodbye to the Erasmus. teachers and
students.

In my opinion this project is very important because it gives us the opportunity to
meet other people, get to know the gastronomy, customs and makes us aware of other
cultures and knowledge. I loved this experience, I really enjoyed the students and the
teachers who accompanied us in this unforgettable trip. I hope other students can have
the same opportunity and be as lucky as I. I also hope this project will never
disappear.

